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1st Sunday of the month
Queen’s Domain – Hobart
12pm onwards
Rodger Willows 0427 278 640

President
Robert Brasington
groundzerokites@tassie.net.au

2nd Sunday of the month
Meercroft Park – Devonport
2pm onwards
Dot Priestly 6424 4803

Vice President
Sheryl Dorrington
Secretary/Public Officer

3rd Sunday of the month
Binalong Bay Beach – St Helens
10am onwards
Robert Brasington 6376 1667

Peter Baynes
813 Sandy Bay Rd
Sandy Bay
7005
pbaynes@iprimus.com.au

4th Sunday of the month
Show Ground – West Ulverstone
2pm onwards
Avril & Ian Flewellen 6425 2242

Treasurer
David Geer
PO Box 22
Rosny Park 7018
dgeer@mrt.tas.gov.au
%

Committee
Chris Thomas
Ian Flewellen
Kevin Collings
Linden Dorrington
Malcolm Dick
Life Members
Helma Stevenson
Kent Stevenson
David Chandler
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Welcome to the latest edition of Taskite.
A full edition this time with reports on
festivals and fly-days and reports of kites in
the news. We also have the first of a twopart technical article and a new competition
with a Malcolm Dick kite as the prize.
Thanks Mal.
**********************************
Once again, a call for contributions to the
next issue… I can be contacted at:
813 Sandy Bay Rd
Sandy Bay
7005

Membership Fees
Single
Family

*

$20
$25

Please forward to The Treasurer

pbaynes@iprimus.com.au
6225 0291
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The club has a number of resources that you may
find interesting and helpful.
There are back issues of the magazines and kiting
association newsletters and CD-Roms.
These contain many interesting photos articles and
kite plans.
To borrow, or place a hold on, any items please
contact Avril Flewellen 6425 2242 (home) and she
will organise your “loan”.
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Across Oz on a kite-skateboard
November 11, 2004
A German adventurer has completed a crossing of Australia on a kite-powered skateboard in a
bid to promote the use of renewable energy.
German documentary maker Dirk Gion, 39, travelled 2700km on a modified 1.3 metre
skateboard powered only by two large parachute-like fabric canopies.
Gion said he reached speeds of up to 60km/h on the 17-day journey on the Stuart Highway from
Port Augusta in the south to Darwin in the tropical north.
Gion said he wanted to prove that the board could travel long distances.
"I thought the Stuart Highway might be very good for doing this because there are no trees,
nothing, you can go as long as you want," he told public radio.
Gion said the only problem was when police in South Australia told him he could not travel the
highway using kite power. He was forced to travel at night and hide in roadside scrub when a
vehicle approached.
Agence France-Presse
This report appears on NEWS.com.au.
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Sat 6th November saw a group of club
members gather at the Hobart Regatta
ground for the “David Chandler Fly Day”.
This was a great opportunity to celebrate
David's involvement in the club and fly as
many of David’s kites as possible to
gather information for both David's
pleasure and the clubs archive/library.
The day was overcast and grey but this
did not dampen the enthusiasm of those
present or the spirit of the day.
The winds were not conducive for a mass-fly of kites as planned, but nevertheless several of
David’s kites were on display and flew very successfully. Overall a great day and a great way to
celebrate the contribution to Tasmanian kiting of this stalwart of the kiting community.
The following pages provide some idea of the spectacle on the day and reflect the joy gained
from participation in a day such as this.
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I have wanted, for a long time, to have enough helpers to launch some of my kites, if only for
the record - a good photo.
It was easy to accept an invitation to bring the kites out on Saturday 6th Nov. It was very much
appreciated to see KFT members from all ends of the island turn up to assemble and fly.
The weather was not very kind, making a mass fly quite impossible, on the Saturday improving for the Sunday fly at Wentworth Park.
Of course, a lot of the kites built in the late seventies, the eighties and the nineties had already
“flown”: worn out; been given away; hung as shop decorations etc.
Thanks for the invitation but I'd add : There are some beautiful kites, made from modern and
very contrasting materials and in increasing numbers making their way onto the field.
Let's have another mass fly.

“Must Fly”......%%
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Following on from a fantastic dinner on Saturday night (many thanks again to Clarence United
Soccer Club for doing such a great job catering) Wentworth Park was again invaded by the
intrepid kite flyers from all over Tasmania on what turned out to be a bonza day.
The sky filled quickly with all manner of flying creatures from a giant inflatable frill necked
lizard brought in to control the giant weed [ummm! Sunflower actually but weed fits in better]
since the Round Up wasn’t working! To the smaller diamonds and deltas fluttering around the
field trying to invade the hands of their captors usually young children intent on running with
the wind!!
The winds were light and the sky remained overcast much of the day with the wind coming
straight into the park from off the water it made for a wonderful flying day once you got your
kite above the tree line. The wind picked up in the afternoon after taking its midday nap which
allowed a bunch of different kites to hit the sky. It still amazes me that a festival can change so
much from year to year as different flying conditions dictate what can be flown where and
when. And NO rain this year so what a run we’ve been having.
The event hosted a live outdoor radio broadcast by Ultra 106.5 FM and had all the usual kite and
food stalls doing their stuff.
A little bit of techno-know-how was added this year with a live video stream to a monitor in the
soccer club rooms from a camera mounted from a kite high above the field. There was the
mayhem of the lolly drop with some very old kids grabbing lollies from the sky, who was that
big guy?
It really was a great day just to relax and fly your stuff talk to people about their kites and the
club…just brilliant!
The festival was a success but it wouldn’t have been so without the help of the following people
and organisations who put their support and huge effort behind it.
•Clarence City Council without who’s help and sponsorship the festival could not go
ahead (special thanks to the tireless events team an excellent job!).
•Clarence and United Soccer Club (great kiosk and bbq folks)
•The Kite Factory, Adelaide and our own Enigma Kites.
Last but not least thanks must also go to you the members of KFT for putting in over the
weekend. Your efforts and support do credit to you and promotes the clubs presence within the
Tasmanian community.
They say that life is not about the number of years you accumulate but rather the number of
good memories. I for one will be looking forward to many more Flys @ 42° South to add to the
memory banks!
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Saturday 13th November dawned as a nice day with a pleasant little breeze blowing. It looked
like Australian Paper’s decision to move their annual Fishing Competition to the tail end of the
Burnie Shines Festival instead of at the start, might have paid off.
So along with the other kites I had packed in the van the night before, I quickly added the only
two I have to suit light or very light winds (thanks Malcolm). This is the third year I have been
involved with this promotional fly, Dot and Flocky being old hands clocking up about seven
years, I think.
By the time I had travelled the 30-minute journey to Burnie, I was greeted with a very cold grey
day with winds that could best be described as hot and cold. We don’t get a large area to fly at
in Burnie and apart from the grass area just outside the yacht club where Dot puts up her
fabulous display of windsocks, twirlers, fish and the elusive bear, we have to rely on the small
patch of sand directly in front of the club. With the tide full – the sand was non-existent.
The day was a series of half hour fronts, which kept crossing us. The wind was alternating
between along the shoreline and swinging rapidly offshore – just long enough to blow your kite
out to sea and then stop or at least drop. Speaking of “drop” that’s exactly what happened to
each of the three kites I flew on that day. Right into the sea! The only positive here was it
justified our decision to only fly plastic/garbage bag or Tyvek kites on a cheap line.
Flocky went one step further and after dragging one of his sleds out the ocean, tried to get it
weighed and measured to vie for the “catch of the day”. He was told he could claim a prize
after he had “eaten” his catch.
Dot had decided to outsmart us and not fly a kite and therefore not have to fish it out of the sea
and dry it, but a strong squall with heavy rain that came through late in the day made sure she
had plenty of things to hang up and dry out during the following week.
All up – not the best of days – but that’s flying. As always we enjoyed each other’s company
and as I said – I did get another complimentary Fishing Competition Hat to add to my
collection.
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A kite built by Nobuhiko Yoshizuni of Kyoto, Japan,
measured 10 x 8 mm (0.04 x 0.03 in), and was flown at the
Seattle Cherry Blossom and Japanese Cultural Festival, in
Washington, USA, on April 18, 1998.

Nobuhiko Yoshizuni has been building and designing kites throughout his life and is world-renowned master kitemaker. He is a member of the Kyoto Kite Association and of the International Friends of Small Kites organization.
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Scaling up or down here means changing the size of an object without changing its shape and there
is nothing fishy about it. There are three occasions when a kite maker may need scaling:
1.You have an idea for a new kite and try to find out if it works. So before investing into a whole
lot of effort and material you build a smaller (paper) version and try it out. This is known as
modelling.
2.You have an existing and well tried kite or a set of plans and wish to modify its size to suit your
spars, material width, or other requirements. This is modification scaling.
3.You have a small graphic design for a kite and need to bring it up to full size. This I call
projection, even it is now days often done by computer.
1. Modelling
Regarding the flow of gases or liquids around an object we find two medium properties of
importance: compressibility and viscosity. The frictionless incompressible medium is called an
”ideal liquid” and whilst it is useful for theoretical discourse it does not exist. Back to the real
world, where also gravity cannot be escaped.
Compressibility
When the velocity v in [m/s] is small compared with the velocity of sound c in [m/s] we can
neglect the influence of compressibility. The deciding factor is the Mach number
Ma =

v
c

Below Ma ≤ 0.3 gases may be considered as incompressible. In air the speed of sound is 330m/s, so
in wind velocities up to v =110m/s compressibility is not a problem. This covers all of our flying
range.
Viscosity
The viscosity of the air is cause of the friction forces on the kite. Even though these are small in
comparison to the other forces (gravity, pressure forces and inertia forces), surface friction and
induced resistance, both depending on the viscosity, govern the drag of a kite. To get similar flow
patterns with transferable results a modelling constant, the Reynolds number, Re, is used. This is a
dimensionless unit relating inertia force to viscous force.
Re =

v×l × ρ

µ

with:

v = velocity in [m/s]
l = length in [m]

ρ = density of the medium in [kg/m3]

µ = dynamic viscosity of the medium in [Ns/m2]
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The Reynolds number should be the same for object and model.
Re=Remodel = const

v×l × ρ

So

µ

v m × lm × ρ

=

µ

with

ρ and µ

The medium is air in both cases and the model wind speed should be:
or inversely proportional to the scale factor.

constant

vm = v

l
lm

Gravity
To consider the influence of gravity the shipbuilders have developed a modelling constant called
Froude number: Fn. It relates inertia forces to gravity forces and is particularly useful
producing similar wave pattern on model and full-size version. It is also used to explore
conditions on free flying objects with gravity involved and therefore applies to kites.

Fn =

v
g ×l

with:

v = velocity in [m/s]
l = length in [m]

g = gravity (constant) in [m/s2]
As before, the Froude number should be the same for object and model.
Fn=Fnmodel = const

v
l
=
vm
lm

The model wind speed should be

vm = v

lm
ie. proportional to the root of the scale factor.
l

This is a direct contradiction to the Reynolds condition.
Both modelling laws can only be fulfilled at the same time for the scale factor lm/l= 1
This means object and model are of the same size and does not help at all. So principally either
Reynolds or Froudes rule (or both a bit) will have to be violated when modelling by scale in the
same medium.
Conclusion: To keep the unavoidable misrepresentation as small as possible the scale factor
should be kept as close to one as practical. It would be foolish to build a model one to ten and
expect useful predictions. But if the model is half size and flies well in a wide range of winds
you have a fair chance the full scale kite will show comparatively similar behaviour.
To be continued.
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BARBECUE AND KITE AUCTION
Saturday Evening 19th. February from 6.00 p.m.
at the home of Greta and Ken Linn, 3 Dorothy Place, Ulverstone
Please bring:
•Your food to cook,
•Salad or dessert to share
•Your choice of beverage
•Items for the Kite Auction

DEVONPORT KITE FESTIVAL
Sunday 20th. February
Meercroft Park
Don't miss this year's special feature. The GREAT TEDDY BEAR DROP IN.
100's of parachuting Teddy -Bears, sponsored by business and individuals, will be dropped from
a helicopter at 150 metres. You can purchase your Teddy at the Kite Festival. Proceeds support
Rotary Club projects and charities. Teddy Bears closest to the target area win prizes.

BOTHWELL INTERNATIONAL HIGLAND SPIN - IN
Sunday 6th. March
Bothwell District High School
We have been invited to fly at this festival and also to help judge a kid’s kite making
competition. If you’re interested in attending please contact David Geer for further details
before 1st March.
ABOUT THE SPIN-IN
The Spin-In encourages development of textile art and craft activities through an exchange of skills with local, national and
international artists to provide an outlet for the artistic endeavours of weavers, spinners, dyers and felters. This gathering of
textile craftspeople has evolved into a worldwide workshop.
The Longest Thread competition or "Thread of Friendship" attracts over 400 entrants from 22 countries, the current recordholder's cobweb fine yarn measured 1210.92 metres. The Longest Threads are on display during the event.
Teams compete in the Highland Championship and other competitions. There are demonstrations, fashion parades and
workshops and many crafts on sale. There will also be the opportunity for visitors to try weaving, spinning, felting and dyeing.
Each day we will have demonstrations of Bioclip which is a method of removing fleece from sheep without shearing.
Scottish Highland Dancing Championships will be held on the Saturday and Sudanese singers will be entertaining us on the
Sunday. Our international guests artists are from East Timor Mrs. Auria Faria and Mrs. Marianna daCosta who will demonstrate
their traditional tais weaving. Helen Stumkat is our national guest artist from Queensland and will demonstrate her felting
techniques. Our two Tasmanian guest artists are Chanchal Foxon who makes woven sculptures and Aukje Boonstra who will
demonstrate cloth dyeing to create collages with machine embroidery.
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Competition time again folks.
For the chance to win a “Malcolm Dick”
made tissue kite all you need to do is come up
with the most original/amusing/interesting
quote for this photo.
Entries can be sent to Peter Baynes or David
Geer before to the 18th of February.
The winner will be announced at the BBQ
prior to the Devonport fly day.

